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Vision
Support

Resource

Feasibility

Resource

Enforcing employees in achieving We plan practical Providing what is necessary
to the employees and also
their targets by equipping them not theoretical
customer at right time
with necessary infrastructure

Leadership
To be a market player
by setting up quality as
our trademark

Goal

What

When

Excelling in every aspects of
business which creates an enduring
image of our service delivery

Well before the time our
competitors emerge with
an idea of excellence

Clarity
Individual objectives to achieve company
goals as a whole should be effectively
communicated

Mission
Business Purpose
What
Deliver excellence through a
unique Consulting techniques

Why
To help customers face
challenges in the emerging

Who
Customers who endorse the
ideas and innovations and to
be competitive

Why
Deliver excellence through a
unique Consulting techniques

Support
Legal
Help organizations to overcome any legal obligations

Sustainable

Clarity

Providing organizations with
tools required to sustain in
the market
Sharing knowledge
to nurture ourselves
Socially responsible
and achieve long
term objectives
creating awareness to the
organizations about their
social responsibilities

Leadership

Long term
Sharing knowledge to
nurture ourselves and
achieve long term objectives

Always focus on innovative
and challenging task which
is the key driving factor
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Numbers Energy is a global leader in consulting, training and certification as a one stop solution for ISO, CE
marking, HACCP, GMP, HALAL, RoHS, BIFMA and many more delivering high quality service with complete
focus on Customer satisfaction. As a trusted partner, we go beyond certification and educate our customers
to witness continual improvement of their business. Our core values include quality, integrity, ethics and
customer satisfaction. Our minimal documentation approach adds less value to paper work and more value
to the business of our customers which is the reason behind achieving 100% customer satisfaction and
building a healthy business relationship.
We as a pioneering team in consultation and certification, follow unique techniques and methodologies to
focus on the drastic improvement of bottom-line of your organization. Our experts shall provide adequate
training and conduct Gap Analysis to render any shortcomings by the organization to be an excel and stand
out in the market. With a global presence and experienced consultants in different domains and industrial
sectors covering Manufacturing, Service sector, Automobile, Banking, Hospitals, Education, Food industry,
Software & IT enabled services, Garment & Textile, Paper, Tobacco, Schools, Real Estate, Plastic & Polymers,
Leather, Pipe & Tank manufacturing, Oil and Gas, Nursing Homes, Healthcare, Pharmaceutical & Medical
device manufacturing, Media & Entertainment & Electrical, Tools & Equipment, Food processing and
Chemical industries. Numbers Energy is successfully delivering consistent result oriented service to its
customers which is one of the greatest accomplishment.
As a team, our experts integrate the ideas to come up with an innovative solution to best serve their
customers. In every stages, we are recognized as a global market player by increasing our industry partner
and peers globally by adding values. Our scope of project completion includes stipulated time frame, best
quality and economical strategies and it is possible of our commitment towards our professional goals.
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Our Service
ISO Certification
ISO certification provides many edges for the business
organization all across the world. An ISO certified company
will meet the requirements of its customers in a very
additional skilled manner, attracts new customers which
ends in additional revenues. With the assistance of ISO
certification, you’ll improve your business through
enhanced client satisfaction. Numbers Energy provides
complete solution to organizations as over the globe,
inculcating best practices by implementing the ISO
standard such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001, ISO
22000, ISO 27001, ISO 13485, ISO 17025 and many more.

Third Party Audit Services
Certification to international standards is possible only
with proficient knowledge about the standard and its
implementation. And the process is very tedious where
Certification bodies and regulations are always
unconvinced. Moreover compliance is chaotic as it
requires necessary documentation, reviews, training and
pre-assessment process. Numbers Energy is a global
organization offering third party audit services to its
customers helping to achieve international certifications.

CE Certification
CE marking is a certification mark that indicates conformity
with health, safety, and environmental protection
standards for products sold within the European Economic
Area (EEA). But after realizing its significance and
importance, CE marking is a basic requirement for any
organization to promote its business all over the globe.
Numbers Energy is the leading certification, inspection
and verification company. Our multidisciplinary experts
with experience from different domains of industrial
sectors will provide end to end guidance on affixing CE
marking on your product which can be exported into
international markets.

Other International
Certification
International Certifications is a useful tool to add credibility,
by demonstrating that your product or service meets the
expectations of your customers. For some industries,
certification is just a legal or contractual requirement
whereas many industries in the market today expect
beyond compliance to sustain in the market. As a trusted
partner, Numbers Energy will be an helping hand to its
customers in extracting all the benefits of international
certifications and providing framework for achieving global
altitudes.
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Our Process
Methodology

Application
It is easy to reach us via our website
where you can raise an enquiry by
filling an application

Consultation
Based on your requirements we
suggest appropriate standard, cost,
process & time duration

Gap Analysis

Training
Our induction program for your
employees created awareness and
importance of the international
standards

A keen observation and scrutinizing
your current system will lead to an
excellent road map for project
completion

Documentation
We help end to end with all necessary
templates and documentation tailor
made to align with your system

Internal Audit
Internal audit is the tool for
improvement. We help process heads
on conducting an effective internal
audit

Pre-Audit Assessment
We provide 100% assurance on your
certification by preparing you to easily
face external audit

Management
Review Meeting
Top management commitment is very
important for successful
implementation and it is our
responsibility to ensure the

External Audit
External audit is just going to be a
manual inspection with our effective
implementation and consultation
technique
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Why Select US
We always strive hard to

Achieve Complete Customer Satisfaction
Commitment

Innovative

Effectiveness

We are dedicated and committed
in providing the customers with
enhanced quality services

Our consultant’s intellectual curiosity discovers many innovative
solutions to the customer to
execute extraordinary services

Our unique consulting technique
will result in increased process
improvement leads boosting the
productivity

Partner Us,

Synergize for Mutual Growth

Consulting Experience

Global Presence

Expertise

Training
Most employees have some weaknesses in
their workplace skills. A training program
conducted by our consultants allows you to
strengthen those skills that each employee
needs to improve and continually improve
the management system.

Project Initiation

Implement
We help you to implement industry best
practices which is a method or technique
that has been generally accepted as
superior to any alternatives because it
produces results that are superior to those
achieved by other means, or because it has
become a standard way of doing things.

Our Consultants helps project initiation
which is the first step in the project
management process, and it is the first
step in the scope-management process. It
authorizes a project to begin and links a
project to the work and to the strategic
objectives of the organization.
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Global Presence
India
Saudi Arabia
United Arab Emirates
Oman
Kuwait
Bahrain
United State
Qatar

Afganistan
Singapore
Malaysia
Iraq
Egypt
Jordan
Iran
Lebanon

United Kingdom
Turkey
Italy
Nigeria
South Africa
Germany
New Zealand
Australia

Contact Us
Corporate Office:
No. 1 Pipeline, Odani,
Off Eleme/Onne Road,
Elelenwo, Port Harcourt,
Nigeria

+234 706 481 7871
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